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Ratings Corse were administered to 20 classes in the Anthropology
Department.. ASults indicated that the impact of outside factors,
as perceived by students, was not correlated with global evaluative
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. The Effect of Facfcrs Outiide the Insttuctot's

.

Control on Student Ratings of Instruction

Gerald M. Gillmore and Richard W. Naccarato

INTRODUCTION

During 'Spring Quarter, 1974, the Department of Anthropology and the
A

Educational Assessment Center timed to do reSeaiCh on the effect of leveral

variables on student ratings of instruction (Gillmore and Amoss, Note 1).

Students in twenty-two classes 1Ssi nOdedto ttiee special items along with

the standard Student Ratings form. These special items and the response
41.

positions are found in Table 1.

Results of this study showed that classes with higher average rated

attendance received-significantly. higher ratings on most of the standard

evaluative student, ratings items. The percentage of_assignmentscOmpleted

wagt.not significantly\pelated to the evaluative items. Importantly, the

third special item exhibited moderately high correlations. Gillmore and

Amoss'described this result as'follows:

.

The direction of the relationship is as expected. .Students
who view factors oqt of the instructor's control to have i posi-
tive effect, also rate the class more favorably. Students who
are unfaiorably impressed by factors outside of instructor's.
control tend to rate the class less, favorably. Although the
direction of the relationship is as expected, the "magnitude'is
Surprisingly high and potentially important. If there'are factors
which affect an instructor's rating which are out-of his/her con-
trol, this is very important in assessing the meaning of student-
rating results. Furthermore; if, as themdata suggest, the
students can assess the impact of these factors, then it is-
fairly simple to adjust results appropriately (p. 2). -

Gillmore and Amoss also pointed out an alternative explanation for the

magnitude and directionof the correlations:
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The The Special: Items of Spring Quarter, 1974, Study/

1. Percentage of cl:Ms meetings
of this Bourse y uattended.
iluringthis quafter. (to the
teareitapprox/imate percent)

1Pot.

90-100 6-89

2. Percentage f-assigned
reading c leted (to the
nearest a roximate percent) 90-100

3. How have factors which are
out of the instructor's con-
trol influenced your evalua-
tion of this course (such as
time clais meets, class room
location, class size, per-
sonal characteristics of the
instructor, reason for
taking this course, etc.)?

K

ti

r

/

70-79 4b-sw 50 or less

80-89 70-79 . 60-69 50 or less

Strong- Weak
Negative - Negative

Influence Influence

1

(Less Favorable)

5

Weak
No Positive
Influence Influence

Strong
Positive
Influence

(More Favorable)

Sf



Unfortunately, the wording-of the item itself is rather long.
and perhaps not altogether lucid. A student who did nosy read the
item carefully might have responded positively or negatively on
the basis of his/her feeling about the course as a whole rather
than on the basis of the uncontrollable factors. If this hap-
pened with moderate frequency, the results would be correlations
of the magnitude and direction obtained (p. 2).

,Given the potential importance of the finding described above, we

designed afollowrup study to more clearly explicate'the relationship of

the ratings of factori outside the instructor's contra with the ratings

of evaluative items.

METHOD

The Instruments

Fall Quarter of 1974, all teaching. faculty in the Department of

Anthropologywere asked to administerthe'Student Ratings Forms of the

Instructional Assessment System (Gillmoreibbte2). The Instructional Assess-

meat System provides five different forms for instructor use; however, all

,forms share four general, evaluative items. These four items and their

response positions are found inTable 2. 1

In addition to the regular form, seven additional items, designed to

clarify the puzzling relationship noted above, were-adminiitered to students.

These items with their response positions are found in Table 3. Items 23

through 26 are specific demographic features of a course which' are con-

sidered to be out of the instructor's control. Item 27 is simply a rewording

of the third'item of the previous study, but with the ambiguity removed by

only asking if there was a tendency to rate the course lower because of,

circumstances beyond the instructor's control. .7bi wording,of item 28 repre-

sents an attempt to neutralize factors outside the instructor's control by :

asking 'students how they would expect_to__rate a different, equally qualified

6
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- Table 2 ;.. .
Global, Evaluative Items of the Instructional Assessment System'

I. The -course- as a whole was: E. VG G F P VPti

2. .The course. content was:
P

VG G P VP

:The. Instructor's tthitribution to the course vas: E VG G

'4. The instructor's effectiveness in teaching

-

the subject matter was:

E at Excellent
VG mg Very Good

G Good
F - Fair a

* Poor
VP us Very Poor

1

S

7
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E. VG F P VP



, Table 3

Addition al Items,-/ell Quarter 1974

23. The size of this class-U:1*Z VG G ? P VP

24. The time of day at which the class meets is: B VG G F

25. The location of the class is: E VG F P VP

P VP

26. The physiial qualities of the classroom are: E VG G F P VP
,

.

27. Do you feel that there were circumstances beyond the instructor's
control, such as the four above, which caused you to evaluate this
course less favorably than you Might have otherwise?

,0 = Definitely not
1 = Probably not,
2 = Possibly
3 = Probably
4 = Definitely

28. If everything else about the-course were the same, howvould you
expect to rate a" different; equally-qualified instructor?

, .

0.7 Much more favorably than I'rated the presept instructor
1 = Somewhat higher

2 =Probably about the same
1= Somewhat lowe
4 = I would-rate( present instructor higher

i
C ,

29. Do you think that t IA course is one whidh is fairly'easy to teach?

0 = tea. . 1

,

1 = About-eve age.
2 = No ,. ? \

3 = I really eve no idea
4,.

E = Excellent
VG im Very Good

0 = Good
Fiir

P = Poor,

,VP = Ve\, ry Poor

Far

e
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instructor teaching the same course. Finally,"item. 29 attempts a global

assessment of factors outside the instructor's" control by asking about how

easy the course is to teach.

Also included in the analysis to be presented subSequently was an item

Pound at the top of a 1 student ratings forms: When enrolling, was this a

course you wanted to take: Yes, Neutral, No. Class size, as indicated

by the dumber of forms completed for a class, was also recorded for subse-

quent analysis.

4

Data Source

The instrument deseTibed above was administered in.twenty -eight°

Anthropology classes. The smallest class size Was three students, and the

largest was 147, with a mean class size of 51 students and a median class

size of 11.5.

. RESULTS

.

All item from the standard Student Ratings 'forms were correlated

. with. the seven additional items. The seven additional items were corre-

lated
.

among themselves. .Aldo correlated with the above was the item "Was

this a course you wanted to take?" and class size. It is important to

note that these.correlationewere calculated 'across the 28 class means,

not individual students. These correlations are presented" in Table 4.

Only correlations involving the'four global items of the standard rating

,-
for are presented, since correlations involving the remaining items are

. .

completely consistent with these fout and add little information. ,

Factors Outside the Instructor's Cohtrol

'4.

The four items tapping students' attitude toward specific demographic

features of the classes correlated moderately among themselves (.29 to .58).
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The.ratialLof the favorableness of the lass si

class size (4.63) , indiCating that studeata to
1

. .

The remaining correlations with class size wer

"

this sample of classes, the ratiags of the fou demographic features were

e correlated with a4tual

ded'to like smaller classes.

smaller.smaller. Thus, within

rr

8

.

'related, however, this relationship cannot be
, , . . j

the Class alone .','
.

,

' All four of the'ditographix itemsHcotrela

27, dealing with an overall assesiment!of the

iastructoes.controk (-.63, and %
.1

-much of what influenced students in the ratio
I

items 23,.24, and 25,.and to.alesset extent-.

curiously,. was the-location of the class...
. .

- Relation between Factors Outside'the nstruc r s Control and Overall

. ,
: Evaluation .

ttributedto the size of
.

ed with the more global item

ffeat,of factois outside the

34). This gives evidence, that

of, item 27 was captured in

26. The highest correlation,

/'

Noneof the 'first five special it7s co relat4 significantly with the

,four global evaluational items. furthrmor, none correlated significantly

with item 28, which was ax explicit ettemit o neutralize the effect of

:factors outside,the instructor's control.

e
withitemi one through four, Which indi ates Lt -did serve to some exteht . ",b

It m 28 did, however, correlate
,

as aAgeneral evaluative item.

Item 29 asked the studenes,pergepti n o how easy the course was.to
.

teach. This item apparently failed as an ndifect assessment of factors

outside the instruct rc/rcontrol,?Oince it d to correlate signifi-
. . .

.
with these factors. Nor ;did

.

this item correlate significantly with any of e, ,four global evaluation

cantly with any of the items dealing directly

items; thus; it did not seem to tap the student overall evaluation ofthe
,

43.
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course. 'The only correlation of moderate size was'with ite 28 (.4l)
.

2.-
showing a tendency for a course rated as easier to teach to alio be one,in

-,.

°

.

fr

. which anotherinstructapwoUld be-rated higher as well. y

4

Fiftally,.the item "Whet enrolling, was this a course you wanted to

take?" did dot correlate Significantly with any of the general evalutition

items, or any of the factors outside the instructor's control. Thus, this

sample gives no evidence that Piecourse attitudes, as

item, are influential in postcodrse ratings.:

. This study set out

bISCUSSION

. .

measured by this

a more accurate appraisal of the/effect of

factors outside the instructor's control on

instruction. The results of the study semi
1

factors do not have an influence. As direct

did not correlate significantly with any of the global' evaluative items.

ratings by siudents: of his/her

to'strongly indicate that these

evidence, items 23 through 27

Tfie lack of relationship between'item_27 and thethe'gla1 evaluative items is

especailly important, .since it was a similar item which showed significant

correlations in the previous study..t.looks as though the correlations

found in that study. were caused by the partiCular,item wording rather than

by any' actual relationship..

As further 'evidence, it is instructive to look closely at the results'
.

_of item 28. In terms of assessing the infltrnceof factors outside the

instructor's' control relative to the influence of his/her actualperforti-

ance, there seems4to be two distinct Outcomes for this item. Insofar as --

factors outside the instructor's control have an influence, thearati,g of a

different, equally-qualified instructor. would not seem to9bange, since he/she

12
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*Wouielietiaddled4with these same factors. Usofaiasthe-int-tiuctor'a-'
,

PlifOriandrik the'course would .be ratedai better taught by

aomeone else iu the Cagle of a poor instructor;, and** poorly taught bbl
. -,,,,

, .

'someone:lse ih the'case of agOest instructor.
, .

.

,.'. . , .

For thi first possibility,jtem 28 would correlate. with itca'27,, and ';
.

., * . -,i:

not With items one_throagh four* (especially three, and foil; which are global

instructor items). For, the second Posaibility4 the opposite result is

c predictable. The-data from this study come down'in faVopof the latter.
,

Themcorielation.between items 28 anC27ialow grid non-significint (-.19).

The correlations, between item .28 and itetha 3 and k are much higher and sig-

nificant (.55 and .50 respectively).
.

Although the dainappeat to e ente that fadtos'outside the

4nstruetor,scontrol are net &significant determiner of global studeiit

ratings; somiibasic limitations in the method of the. study should Ileum-,

tioned. First, the studywaskdone in only one acidotic department. Thus,

these results cannot justifiably be generalized to all disciplines. without

replication in a more representative set of aePartments. On the other hand,
A 4.

'there is no clear reason to expect Anthr pology classes to differ in' any,

important way from classes at least within other social science discipline

,Areas.

4- Secondly, the number of classes represented in the study is relatively

small (28) and many of these classes were quite small. A case caL easily

' be made for replicatinithis'study'in a larger sample, as well as one more

representative of the entire University.

Third, one shOuld not lose sight of the fact that this study is based

on the student's perception. of the-influence of factor's outside the
,
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instructdes.contiol, not the actual. factors themselves. The only variable

in this study-ad actual, as opposed to rated, outside factors is class size,*

.which -did 'mot correlarte vignilicantly with the evaluative, items, Other
.

.

.fictars plight however.

Finilly:theLbasic design of this study was correlational which maims

. cause and effect statements tenuous at best. Futuie studies could be

designed which actually manip4ate factors of interest, such as the:.alass-.

room in whiCh the claises'are held.

r
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